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COHEN-MACAULAY CRITERIA FOR PROJECTIVE MONOMIAL
CURVES VIA GRO¨BNER BASES
JU¨RGEN HERZOG, DUMITRU I. STAMATE
Abstract. We prove new characterizations based on Gro¨bner bases for the Cohen-
Macaulay property of a projective monomial curve.
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Introduction
Let K be any field. For any sequence of distinct positive integers a : a1, . . . , an
we denote I(a) the kernel of the K-algebra homomorphism φ : S → K[t] where
S = K[x1, . . . , xn] and φ(xi) = t
ai for i = 1, . . . , n. The image of this map is the
semigroup ring over K of the semigroup H generated by a1, . . . , an. We do not insist
that a is a minimal generating set for H .
In the following, we assume that gcd(a1, . . . , an) = 1 and an > ai for all i < n.
We note that the homogenization of I(a) with respect to the variable x0 is again a
toric ideal, namely it is the kernel of the K-algebra map ψ : S[x0] → K[s, t] where
ψ(xi) = t
aisan−ai for 1 ≤ i ≤ n and ψ(x0) = s
an . The image of the map ψ is the
subalgebra K[A] of K[t, s] generated by the monomials whose exponents are read
from the columns of the matrix
(1) A =
(
0 a1 . . . an−1 an
an an − a1 . . . an − an−1 0
)
.
In case K is an algebraically closed field, I(a) is the vanishing ideal of the affine
curve C(a) given parametrically by t 7→ (ta1 , . . . , tan), while I(a)h is the vanishing
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ideal of the projective closure C(a) of C(a) in Pn, given parametrically by [s : t] 7→
[san : ta1san−a1 : · · · : tan−1san−an−1 : tan ]. Curves of this type are called projective
monomial curves.
The projective monomial curve C(a) is called arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay if
its vanishing ideal I(a)h is a Cohen-Macaulay ideal. It is known that this is the case
if and only if tan , san is a regular sequence on K[A]. This fact is a special case of
[11, Theorem 2.6].
Arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay curves are not rare among the projective mono-
mial curves. It follows from Vu’s [20, Theorem 5.7] that for any fixed a, the curve
C(a1 + k, . . . , an + k) is arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay for all k ≫ 0. In small
embedding dimension, Bresinsky, Schenzel and Vogel [4] characterized the arith-
metically Cohen-Macaulay projective monomial curves in P3 by the property that
I(a)h is generated by at most 3 elements.
In the context of numerical semigroups, Gro¨bner bases have been used in algo-
rithms in [17] and [18] to find the Frobenius number of the numerical semigroup H
generated by a, or to characterize when is the tangent cone of the semigroup algebra
K[H ] Cohen-Macaulay, see [1], [2].
One of the main results in this paper is that C(a) is arithmetically Cohen–
Macaulay if and only if in(I(a)h), respectively in(I(a)), is a Cohen-Macaulay ideal,
see Theorem 1.2 (b) and (c). Here the initial ideals are taken for a reverse lexi-
cographic order for which xn, x0, respectively xn are the smallest variables. These
conditions are also equivalent to condition (g) which says that
in(xn, I(a)) = (xn, in(I(a))).
Yet other equivalent properties are (d) and (e), namely that xn , respectively x0, xn,
do not divide any minimal monomial generator of in(I(a)) and of in(I(a)h), respec-
tively, where the monomial orders are as before.
A Cohen-Macaulay criterion for a simplicial semigroup ring in terms of the Gro¨bner
basis of its defining ideal is given by Kamoi in [16, Corollary 2.9] and [15, Theorem
1.2]. In the particular case considered in this paper, equivalences (a), (d) and (e) in
Theorem 1.2 sharpen Kamoi’s mentioned results and his [15, Corollary 3.6].
The dual sequence of a is defined to be the sequence a′ : an−a1, . . . , an−an−1, an.
The projective monomial curves associated to the sequences a and a′ are obviously
isomorphic. So it is natural to compare the ideals I(a) and I(a′) and their reduced
Gro¨bner bases. That is the focus of Section 2.
For w = (w1, . . . , wn) ∈ Z
n we denote 〈w, a〉 =
∑n
i=1wiai, and we set L(a) =
{w ∈ Zn : 〈w, a〉 = 0}. Obviously, I(a) is just the lattice ideal of the lattice
L(a). Indeed, I(a) is generated by the binomials fw = x
w+ − xw
−
with w ∈ L(a).
Let σ : Zn → Zn be the map given by σ(w1, . . . , wn) = (w1, . . . , wn−1,−
∑n
i=1wi).
Then σ is an automorphism of the group Zn such that σ2 = idZn which induces an
isomorphism between L(a) and L(a′). In particular, L(a′) = (fσ(w) : w ∈ L(a)).
In general, a minimal set of binomial generators of L(a) is not mapped to a mini-
mal set of binomial generators of L(a′), see Remark 3.2. However, in Theorem 2.2 we
show that C(a) is arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay if and only if in(fσ(w)) = in(fw)
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for all fw ∈ G, where G denotes the reduced Gro¨bner basis of I(a) with respect to a
reverse lexicographic monomial order with xn the smallest variable. Moreover, these
conditions are also equivalent to the fact that fw ∈ G if and only if fσ(w) ∈ G
′, for
all w ∈ Zn, where G ′ is the reduced Gro¨bner basis of I(a′) with respect to the same
monomial order.
Let H denote the numerical semigroup generated by a. For any nonzero element h
in H its Ape´ry set is defined as Ap(H, h) = {x ∈ H : x−h /∈ H}. For h ∈ Ap(H, an)
we denote ϕa(h) the smallest monomial in S for the reverse lexicographic order such
that its a-degree equals h. The close relationship between the ideals I(a) and I(a′)
is also outlined by the fact that the curve C(a) is arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay if
and only if
in(xn, I(a)) = in(xn, I(a
′)),
see Theorem 2.6. Here one uses a reverse lexicographic order with xn the smallest
variable. For the proof, a key observation is that the latter equation is equivalent
to the fact that for all h in Ap(H, an) the a
′-degree of ϕa(h) is in Ap(H
′, an), where
H ′ denotes the semigroup generated by the dual sequence a′. As a consequence,
in Corollary 2.7 we recover a criterion of Cavaliere and Niesi ([5]) for C(a) to be
arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay, see also [19, Example 1.4] .
When n = 3, it is known from [12] that µ(I(a)) ≤ 3. However, we give examples
showing that a reduced Gro¨bner basis may be arbitrarily large, see Proposition 3.1.
In case C(a) is arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay, in Proposition 3.4 we show that
µ(in(I(a))) ≤
(
an
n−2
)
.
In Section 4 we apply Theorem 1.2 to test the arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay
property for two families of projective monomial curves in P3 that have appeared
in the literature. For these families of 4-generated numerical semigroups which
were introduced by Arslan ([1]) and by Bresinsky ([3]), respectively, we show that
the corresponding projective monomial curve is (respectively, is not) arithmetically
Cohen-Macaulay.
1. A Cohen-Macaulay criterion via Gro¨bner bases
The following lemma appears in [7, Exercise 5, page 392]. Lacking reference to a
proof, we prefer to provide one.
Lemma 1.1. Let I be an ideal in the polynomial ring S = K[x1, . . . , xn] and I
h ⊂
S[x0] its homogenization with respect to the variable x0. We denote < any reverse
lexicographic monomial order on S and <0 the reverse lexicographic monomial order
on S[x0] extended from S and such that x0 is the least variable.
If f1, . . . , fr is the reduced Gro¨bner basis for I with respect to <, then f
h
1 , . . . , f
h
r
is the reduced Gro¨bner basis for Ih with respect to <0. Moreover, in<0(I
h) =
(in<(I))S[x0].
Proof. Let Fh = {fh1 , . . . , f
h
r }. It is proved in [10, Proposition 3.15] that F
h is a
Gro¨bner basis for Ih with respect to the block order <′ on S[x0] which is defined as
xαxa0 <
′ xβxb0 if (x
α < xβ) or (xα = xβ and a < b)
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for all α, β ∈ Nn and all nonnegative integers a, b.
Let f be a nonzero polynomial in I. We write f = m1 + · · · + mq as a sum of
monomials with mi > mi−1 for 2 ≤ i ≤ q. Then degmi ≥ degmi−1 for 2 ≤ i ≤ q
and
fh = m1 +m2x
ε2
0 + · · ·+mqx
εq
0 ,
where εi = degm1 − degmi for i = 2, . . . , q. Moreover, in the above decomposition
of fh the monomials are listed decreasingly with respect to <0. Thus in<0(f
h) =
m1 = in<(f) = in<′(f
h) for all f in I. It follows that
in<′(I
h) = in<′(f
h
i : 1 ≤ i ≤ r) = (in<′(f
h
i ) : 1 ≤ i ≤ r)
= (in<0(f
h
i ) : 1 ≤ i ≤ r) ⊆ in<0(I
h).
Since the homogeneous ideals in<′(I
h) and in<0(I
h) have the same Hilbert function,
we conclude that they are equal and that Fh is a Gro¨bner basis for Ih with respect
to <0.
For any nonzero f in S, tail(f) denotes the difference between f and its leading
term.
Assume there exist i, j such that in<0(f
h
i ) divides a monomial in tail(f
h
j ), i.e.
in<(fi) divides mx
ε
0 with m a monomial in tail(fj). This implies that in<(fi) divides
m, which contradicts the fact that F is the reduced Gro¨bner basis for I with respect
to <. Therefore Fh is the reduced Gro¨bner basis for Ih with respect to <0. 
The following theorem is one of the main results of this paper. For any monomial
ideal I we let G(I) denote the unique minimal set of monomial generators for I.
Theorem 1.2. Let a : a1, . . . , an be a sequence of positive integers with an > ai for
all i < n. Denote < any reverse lexicographic order on S = K[x1, . . . , xn] such that
xn is the smallest variable and <0 the induced reverse lexicographic order on S[x0],
where xn > x0. The following conditions are equivalent:
(a) the projective monomial curve C(a) is arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay;
(b) in<0(I(a)
h) is a Cohen-Macaulay ideal;
(c) in<(I(a)) is a Cohen-Macaulay ideal;
(d) xn does not divide any element of G(in<(I(a)));
(e) xn and x0 do not divide any element of G(in<0(I(a)
h));
(f) xn does not divide any element of G(in<0(I(a)
h));
(g) in<(xn, I(a)) = (xn, in<(I(a)).
Proof. Lemma 1.1 implies that G(in<(I(a))) = G(in<0(I(a)
h)). Therefore (b) ⇐⇒
(c) and (d) ⇐⇒ (f) ⇐⇒ (e). The implication (b) ⇒ (a) is a general fact, see for
example [13, Corollary 3.3.5]. Assuming (e), we get that x0, xn is a regular sequence
modulo in<0(I(a)
h), which implies (b).
Since xn is regular on S/I(a), which is a domain, using [6, Proposition 1.4] we
have that xn is regular on S/ in<(I(a)) if and only if in<(xn, I(a)) = (xn, in<(I(a)).
This shows (d)⇐⇒ (g).
It remains to prove that (a) ⇒ (e). It is known that the ring K[A] is Cohen-
Macaulay if and only if san , tan is a regular sequence on it, see [11, Lemma 2.4].
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That is equivalent to x0, xn being a regular sequence on S[x0]/I(a)
h. By a result of
Bayer and Stillman (see [9, Theorem 15.13]), this implies (e).
2. Dual sequences
Given a : a1, . . . , an a sequence of distinct nonnegative integers such that an > ai
for all i < n, the dual sequence is defined to be a′ : an − a1, . . . , an − an−1, an. It is
clear that this procedure is a duality: (a′)′ = a.
The projective monomial curves associated to the sequences a and a′ are isomor-
phic. Indeed, the ideals I(a)h and I(a′)h are the kernel of the maps on S[x0] sending
x0, . . . , xn to the monomials having as exponent vectors the columns of the matrix
A in (1), and respectively the columns of the matrix
A′ =
(
0 an − a1 . . . an − an−1 an
an a1 . . . an−1 0
)
.
This implies that the polynomials in the ideal I(a′)h are obtained from those in
I(a)h by switching the variables x0 and xn.
In this section we compare the Gro¨bner bases of the ideals I(a) and I(a′) with
respect to a reverse lexicographic order, in connection to the Cohen-Macaulay prop-
erty of the associated projective monomial curve.
Let σ : Zn → Zn be the map given by σ(w1, . . . , wn) = (w1, . . . , wn−1,−
∑n
i=1wi).
It is easy to see that σ is an automorphism of the group Zn and that σ2 = idZn . For
w = (w1, . . . , wn) ∈ Z
n we denote 〈w, a〉 =
∑n
i=1wiai. We set
L(a) = {w ∈ Zn : 〈w, a〉 = 0}.
Lemma 2.1. With notation as above, the map σ induces an isomorphism between
the groups L(a) and L(a′).
Proof. If w = (w1, . . . , wn) ∈ Z
n with
∑n
i=1wiai = 0 then(
n∑
i=1
(an − ai)wi
)
−
(
n∑
i=1
wi
)
an = 0,
equivalently 〈σ(w), a′〉 = 0 and σ(w) ∈ L(a′). Similarly, if w′ ∈ L(a′) then σ(w′) ∈
L(a′′) = L(a). 
If the entries of the vector α = (α1, . . . , αn) are nonnegative integers we let x
α =
xα11 · · ·x
αn
n . For w = (w1, . . . , wn) ∈ Z
n, let w+ and w− be the unique vectors with
nonnegative entries and disjoint supports such that w = w+ − w−. We denote
fw = x
w+ − xw
−
. It is clear that f−w = −fw. Therefore, a difference of two
monomials with disjoint supports can be identified with a vector w ∈ Zn.
It is known that I(a) = (fw : w ∈ L(a)), hence I(a
′) = (fσ(w) : w ∈ L(a)).
However, it is not always true that σ maps a minimal generating set (or a Gro¨bner
basis) for I(a) into a minimal generating set (or a Gro¨bner basis) for I(a′), see
Proposition 3.1 and Remark 3.2.
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Theorem 2.2. Let a : a1, . . . , an be a sequence of nonnegative integers with an > ai
for all i < n. Let G and G ′ be the reduced Gro¨bner bases of I(a) and I(a′), respec-
tively, with respect to a reverse lexicographic monomial order on S = K[x1, . . . , xn]
such that xn is the smallest variable. The following conditions are equivalent:
(a) the projective monomial curve C(a) is arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay;
(b) in(fσ(w)) = in(fw), for all fw ∈ G;
(c) fw ∈ G ⇐⇒ fσ(w) ∈ G
′, for all w ∈ Zn.
Proof. We first prove that conditions (a) and (b) are equivalent.
(a) ⇒ (b): We assume that I(a)h is a Cohen-Macaulay ideal in S[x0]. We pick
fw in G, where w = (w1, . . . , wn). We denote w
′ = σ(w) = (w′1, . . . , w
′
n). Since the
leading coefficient LC(fw) = 1 we get that in(fw) = x
w+ , hence d =
∑n
i=1wi ≥ 0
and w′n = −
∑n
i=1wi = −d ≤ 0.
By Theorem 1.2 we obtain that xn does not divide in(fw), hence wn ≤ 0. Conse-
quently, (w′)+ = w+. Also,
∑n
i=1w
′
i = −wn ≥ 0, and hence deg x
(w′)+ ≥ deg x(w
′)−.
We distinguish two cases.
Firstly, if wn < 0 then deg x
(w′)+ > deg x(w
′)−, hence in(fw′) = x
(w′)+ = xw
+
=
in(fw). Moreover, x
(w′)− = xw
−
· xd+wnn .
Secondly, in case wn = 0 we get that deg x
(w′)+ = deg x(w
′)− . Now, if d = 0 then
w′ = w. If d > 0, for the chosen monomial order we obtain that x(w
′)+ > x(w
′)−,
because x(w
′)− = xw
−
· xdn.
Thus in(fw′) = x
w+ = in(fw) in all cases, and property (b) holds.
(b) ⇒ (a): If I(a)h is not a Cohen-Macaulay ideal, by Theorem 1.2 there exists
fw in G such that xn divides in(fw). Let w = (w1, . . . , wn) and w
′ = σ(w) =
(w′1, . . . , w
′
n). Since LC(fw) = 1 we get that in(fw) = x
w+, hence wn > 0 and∑n
i=1wi ≥ 0.
There exists i0 6= n such that wi0 > 0, otherwise, since 〈w, a〉 = 0 we get that∑n−1
i=1 ai(−wi) = wnan ≥ −(w1 + · · · + wn−1)an > −
∑n−1
i=1 aiwi, which is a contra-
diction.
Since
∑n
i=1w
′
i = −wn < 0, we obtain that deg x
(w′)− > deg x(w
′)+ and in(fw′) =
x(w
′)−. As i0 < n, we have that w
′
i0
= wi0 > 0, hence xi0 divides x
(w′)+ . On the other
hand, condition (b) implies that in(fσ(w)) = in(fw), and therefore xi0 divides x
(w′)−
as well, which gives a contradiction. We conclude that the projective monomial
curve C(a) is Cohen-Macaulay.
Next we prove that (a),(b) ⇒ (c). From the proof above of the equivalence
(a) ⇐⇒ (b), we see that under the assumption that (a) (hence also (b)) holds, for
all fw in G one has
(2) tail(fσ(w)) = tail(fw) · x
a
n for some integer a.
From Theorem 1.2 we have that in(I(a′)) = in(I(a)), therefore property (b) implies
that G ′′ = {fσ(w) : fw ∈ G} is a minimal Gro¨bner basis for I(a
′). We show that it is
reduced.
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Let fw ∈ G with w = (w1, . . . , wn) and σ(w) = (w
′
1, . . . , w
′
n). Then in(fw) = x
w+
and deg(xw
+
) ≥ deg(xw
−
). Condition (a) and Theorem 1.2 imply that wn ≤ 0. Thus∑n
i=1w
′
i = −wn ≥ 0, which implies that deg(x
(w′)+) ≥ deg(x(w
′)−).
If wn = 0 then w
′ is homogeneous and either w′ = w (if
∑n
i=1wi = 0), or xn
divides x(w
′)− (if
∑n
i=1wi > 0), hence x
(w′)+ = in(fσ(w)) and LC(fσ(w)) = 1.
If wn < 0 then deg(x
(w′)+) > deg(x(w
′)−), and again LC(fσ(w)) = 1.
If there are fw and fw˜ in G such that in(fσ(w)) divides tail(fσ(w˜)), then, since xn
is not in the support of in(fw) = in(fσ(w)), by using (2) we get that in(fw) divides
tail(fw˜). This contradicts the fact that G is the reduced Gro¨bner basis for I(a).
Hence G ′′ = G ′, which proves (c).
For (c)⇒ (a): If we assume that (c) holds, but I(a)h is not Cohen-Macaulay, then
by Theorem 1.2 there exists fw in G such that xn divides in(fw) = x
w+ . Let σ(w) =
(w′1, . . . , w
′
n). Since
∑n
i=1w
′
i = −wn < 0, it follows that deg(x
σ(w)−) > deg(xσ(w)
+
),
hence in(fσ(w)) = x
σ(w)− . On the other hand, property (c) implies that fσ(w) ∈ G
′,
hence in(fσ(w)) = x
σ(w)+ , which is a contradiction. Therefore, property (a) holds.
This ends the proof of the theorem. 
Remark 2.3. The fact that the involution σ maps some (minimal) Gro¨bner basis
for I(a) into a (minimal) Gro¨bner basis for I(a′) is not enough to imply that the
curve C(a) is arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay.
Indeed, let a : 4, 13, 19. Then a′ : 15, 6, 19. A Singular [8] computation shows
that
G = {y5 − x2z3, x3y2 − z2, x5z − y3, x8 − yz}, and
G ′ = {y5 − x2, x3y2 − z3, y3z3 − x5, x8 − yz6}
are the reduced Gro¨bner bases with respect to the reverse lexicographic order with
x > y > z for the ideals I(a) and I(a′), respectively. Therefore, C(a) and C(a′) are
not arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay, by Theorem 1.2.
One has G = {fw1 , fw2, fw3, fw4}, where w1 = (−2, 5,−3), w2 = (3, 2,−2), w3 =
(5,−3, 1) and w4 = (8,−1,−1). Since σ(w1) = (−2, 5, 0), σ(w2) = (3, 2,−3),
σ(w3) = (5,−3,−3) and σ(w4) = (8,−1,−6) we note that
G ′ = {fσ(w1), fσ(w2),−fσ(w3), fσ(w4)}.
This means that {fσ(w1), fσ(w2), fσ(w3), fσ(w4)} is a minimal Gro¨bner basis for I(a
′),
although different from the reduced one G ′.
Let a = a1, . . . , an be a sequence of nonnegative integers with gcd(a1, . . . , an) = 1
and an > ai for all i = 1, . . . , n−1. Our next goal is to describe the Cohen-Macaulay
property of C(a) in terms of the Ape´ry sets of the semigroup generated by a or the
dual sequence a′. We recall that for a numerical semigroup H and 0 6= h in H , the
Ape´ry set of H with respect to h is
Ap(H, h) = {x ∈ H : x− h /∈ H}.
It is known that |Ap(H, h)| = h and that the elements of Ap(H, h) have distinct
residues modulo h.
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The sequence a induces a grading on S = k[x1, . . . , xn] by letting deg(xi) = ai
for all i = 1, . . . , n. For any monomial xα = xr11 · · ·x
rn
n we denote its a-degree by
deg
a
(xα) =
∑n
i=1 riai. We denote H the numerical semigroup generated by a. For
any h in Ap(H, an) we denote ϕa(h) the smallest monomial in S (with respect to
a reverse lexicographic monomial order where xn is the smallest variable) such that
its a-degree equals h. Since h − an /∈ H we see that the monomial ϕa(h) is in
S ′ = k[x1, . . . , xn−1].
Proposition 2.4. With notation as above, for any h in Ap(H, an) the monomial
ϕa(h) /∈ in(xn, I(a)).
Proof. Let h ∈ Ap(H, an) and ϕa(h) = x
α. Assume that xα ∈ in(xn, I(a)). Then
xα = in(F ) for some F in (xn, I(a)). Since the ideal (xn, I(a)) is generated by
monomials and binomials which are the difference of two monomials with the same
a-degree, without loss of generality we may assume that F is a-homogeneous. Thus
we may write
xα = in(xnf + f1fw1 + · · ·+ fqfwq),
where w1, . . . , wq ∈ L(a), and f, f1, . . . , fq are a-homogeneous with h = dega(xnf) =
deg
a
(f1fw1) = · · · = dega(fqfwq).
We notice that f = 0, otherwise h = deg
a
(xα) = deg
a
(xnf) = an + dega(f),
gives that h − an ∈ H , which is false. Hence x
α ∈ in(I(a)). The ideal I(a) has
a Gro¨bner basis of binomials, hence we can write xα = m · in(fw) for some bi-
nomial fw ∈ I(a) and m a monomial in S
′. Without loss of generality, we may
assume in(fw) = x
w+ . Thus xw
+
> xw
−
, which gives ϕa(h) = x
α > xw
−
m. But
deg
a
(w+) = deg
a
(w−), hence deg
a
(xα) = deg
a
(xw
−
m), which contradicts the choice
of xα. Therefore, ϕa(h) /∈ in(xn, I(a)). 
If we identify a monomial which is in S and not in in(xn, I(a)) with its residue class
modulo the monomial ideal in(xn, I(a)), by Proposition 2.4 the assignment ϕa(−)
defines a map from Ap(H, an) into Mon(S/ in(xn, I(a))), the K-basis of monomials
of S/ in(xn, I(a)). We prove that this is a bijection.
Proposition 2.5. The map ϕa : Ap(H, an)→ Mon(S/ in(xn, I(a))) is bijective.
Proof. Let h, h′ in Ap(H, an) with ϕa(h) = ϕa(h
′). Then h = deg
a
(ϕa(h)) =
deg
a
(ϕa(h
′)) = h′, and the map ϕa is injective.
By Macaulay’s theorem ([10, Theorem 2.6]) the monomials in S which do not
belong to in(xn, I(a)) form a K-basis for S/(xn, I(a)). Therefore,
|Mon(S/ in(xn, I(a)))| = dimK S/(xn, I(a))
= dimK K[H ]/(t
an) = an.
Since |Ap(H, an)| = an, we conclude that the map ϕa is bijective. 
Theorem 2.6. Let a : a1, . . . , an be a sequence of distinct positive integers such that
gcd(a1, . . . , an) = 1 and an > ai for all i = 1, . . . , n − 1. We denote a
′ the dual
sequence of a. Let H and H ′ be the numerical semigroups generated by a and a′,
respectively. The following statements are equivalent:
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(a) the projective monomial curve C(a) is arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay;
(b) in(xn, I(a)) = in(xn, I(a
′));
(c) Mon(S/ in(xn, I(a))) = Mon(S/ in(xn, I(a
′)));
(d) deg
a
′(ϕa(h)) ∈ Ap(H
′, an) for all h in Ap(H, an),
where the initial ideals are taken with respect to the reverse lexicographic term order
on S.
Proof. Assume (a) holds. It follows from Theorem 1.2 that in(xn, I(a)) = (xn, in(I(a)))
and in(xn, I(a
′)) = (xn, in(I(a
′))). We get from Lemma 1.1 that G(in(I(a))) =
G(in(Ih(a))) = G(in(Ih(a′))) = G(in(I(a))), hence the statement (b) is true.
Clearly, the properties (b) and (c) are equivalent.
We now prove that (b) ⇐⇒ (d). Assume that (b) holds. Let h ∈ Ap(H, an). By
Proposition 2.4 we have that the monomial ϕa(h) is not in in(xn, I(a)), hence it is
not in in(xn, I(a
′)). Using Proposition 2.5 we get that ϕa(h) = ϕa′(h
′) for some h′
in Ap(H ′, an). Hence dega′(ϕa(h)) ∈ Ap(H
′, an), which proves (d).
Conversely, we assume that (d) holds and we consider the monomial xα not in
in(xn, I(a)). By Proposition 2.5 there exists h in Ap(H, an) such that ϕa(h) = x
α.
Property (d) implies that there exists h′ in Ap(H ′, an) such that h
′ = deg
a
′(xα),
which by Proposition 2.4 gives that xα /∈ in(xn, I(a
′)). Hence (d)⇒ (b).
To finish the proof of the theorem we are left to show that (b) ⇒ (a). Assume
in(xn, I(a)) = in(xn, I(a
′)). By Theorem 1.2, it is enough to prove that xn does
not divide any monomial in G(in(I(a))). Assume there exists a monomial u · xcn in
G(in(I(a))) with u not divisible by xn and c > 0. Then u is not a constant, otherwise,
since I(a) has a Gro¨bner basis of binomials, there exists f = xcn − x
r1
1 . . . x
rn−1
n−1 in
I(a) with xcn = in(f). This implies that we have a relation c · an =
∑n−1
i=1 riai with
c ≥
∑n−1
i=1 ri, which is false since an > ai for all i < n.
Let u ·xcn = in(fw), where w = (w1, . . . , wn) ∈ L(a). Without loss of generality we
may assume in(fw) = x
w+ , hence wn = c. Set v = x
w− and d = deg(u · xcn)− deg v.
Then d > 0 by the above discussion. The sum of the components of σ(w) equals∑n−1
i=1 wi + (−
∑n
i=1wi) = −wn = −c < 0, hence deg(x
σ(w)+) < deg(xσ(w)
−
) and
fσ(w) = u− x
d
n · v. This gives that
u = xdn · v + fσ(w) ∈ (xn, I(a
′)),
and also that u ∈ in(xn, I(a
′)), which by our hypothesis (b) implies that u ∈
in(xn, I(a)). Since the ideal I(a) is a-homogeneous we can write
u = in(xnf + f1fz1 + · · ·+ fqfzq),
where z1, . . . , zq ∈ L(a), and f, f1, . . . , fq are a-homogeneous with dega(xnf) =
deg
a
(f1fz1) = · · · = dega(fqfzq). We see that f 6= 0, otherwise u ∈ in(I(a)), which
contradicts the fact that u · xcn is a minimal monomial generator for in(I(a)).
Let h = deg
a
(u). Since f 6= 0 we get that h − an ∈ H . We may write h =
h1 + λnan with λn a maximal positive integer and h1 ∈ H , i.e. h1 ∈ Ap(H, an). Let
u1 = ϕa(h1) = x
λ1
1 . . . x
λn−1
n−1 . Then the binomial f1 = u1x
λn
n −u is in I(a). As u ·x
c
n ∈
G(in(I(a))) with c > 1, we get that u /∈ in(I(a)), hence in(f1) = u1 · x
λn
n ∈ in(I(a)).
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By Proposition 2.4, u1 /∈ in(xn, I(a)), hence u1 /∈ in(I(a)), as well. This implies
that u1 · x
λn
n is divisible by a monomial u2x
e
n ∈ G(in(I(a)) with xn and u2 coprime,
e > 0. Therefore u2 divides u1, hence dega(u2) + h2 = dega(u1) for some positive h2
in H . This gives deg
a
(u2) ∈ Ap(H, an).
We may write u2 · x
e
n = in(fw˜) with w˜ ∈ L(a), and arguing as before we get that
u2 = x
d′
n · v1 + fσ(w˜) ∈ in(xn, I(a)) for some positive d
′. Thus
u2 = in(xnf
′ + f ′1fz′1 + · · ·+ f
′
ℓfz′ℓ),
where z′1, . . . , z
′
ℓ ∈ L(a), and f
′, f ′1, . . . , f
′
q are a-homogeneous with dega(xnf
′) =
deg
a
(f ′1fz′1) = · · · = dega(f
′
ℓfz′ℓ). If f
′ = 0, then u2 ∈ in(I(a)), which is false since
u2 · x
e
n ∈ G(in(I(a))). On the other hand, f
′ 6= 0 implies that an + dega(f
′) =
deg
a
(u2), hence dega(u2) /∈ Ap(H, an), which is also false. Therefore xn does not
divide any monomial in G(in(I(a))). This concludes the proof of the implication
(b)⇒ (a) and of the theorem. 
Let Ap(H, an) = {0, ν1, . . . , νan−1}. We may assume that νi ≡ imod an for all i.
For each νi, let µi ∈ H
′ be the smallest element such that (νi, µi) is in the semigroup
generated by the columns of the matrix A from (1).
Note that µi ≡ −imod an for all i. Cavalieri and Niesi [5] call Ap(H, an) good, if
{0, µ1, . . . , µan−1} = Ap(H
′, an).
As a consequence of Theorem 2.6 we obtain
Corollary 2.7. (Cavaliere-Niesi, [5, Theorem 4.6]) The projective monomial curve
C(a) is arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay if and only if Ap(H, an) is good.
Proof. Let νi =
∑n−1
j=1 rjaj with integer coefficients rj ≥ 0 and
∑n−1
j=1 rj(an − aj)
minimal. Then µi =
∑n−1
j=1 rj(an − aj). Thus µi = (
∑n−1
j=1 rj)an − νi with
∑n−1
j=1 rj
minimal and
∑n−1
j=1 rjaj = νi.
This shows that if ϕa(νi) =
∏n−1
j=1 x
sj
j , then dega′(ϕa(νi)) =
∑n−1
i=1 sj(an − aj) =
(
∑n−1
j=1 sj)an −
∑n−1
j=1 sjaj = (
∑n−1
j=1 rj)an − νi = µi. Hence Theorem 2.6(a) ⇐⇒ (d)
yields the desired conclusion. 
3. A bound for the number of generators of in(I(a)), when C(a) is
arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay
In this section we show by examples that the number of generators of in(I(a))
may be arbitrarily large, already if a has only 3 elements.
Proposition 3.1. For the integer h ≥ 2, let a = 4, 6h+1, 6h+7. Then µ(in(I(a))) =
h + 2, where the initial ideal is computed with respect to the reverse lexicographic
monomial order with x1 > x2 > x3.
Proof. We first find I(a) using the method from [12]. For 1 ≤ i ≤ 3 we let ci be the
smallest prositive integer such that
(3) ciai = rijaj + rikak,
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with rij, rik nonnegative integers and {i, j, k} = {1, 2, 3}. Since a1, a2, a3 are pairwise
coprime, it is known from [12] that the rij’s are unique and positive, and ci = rji+rki
for all {i, j, k} = {1, 2, 3}.
From the equations (3h+2)a1 = a2+ a3 and 2a3 = 3a1+2a2 we find c1 = 3h+2,
c3 = 2 and the corresponding rij ’s from (3). Hence c2 = 3 and 3a2 = (3h−1)a1+a3 is
the corresponding equation from (3). According to [12], the ideal I(a) is minimally
generated by f1 = x
3h+2
1 − x2x3, f3 = x
3
1x
2
2 − x
2
3 and g1 = x
3h−1
1 x3 − x
3
2.
We introduce recursively the polynomials gi+1 = S(gi, f3) for 1 ≤ i ≤ h − 1. It
follows easily by induction that gi = x
3(h−i)+2
1 x
2i−1
3 − x
2i+1
2 , for 1 ≤ i ≤ h. We claim
that
(4) G = {f1, g1, . . . , gh, f3}
is the reduced Gro¨bner basis of I(a).
To prove that G is a Gro¨bner basis we need to check that the S-pairs of elements
in G reduce to zero with respect to G, see [10, Theorem 2.14]. Here are the relevant
computations.
S(f1, f3) = x
2
2 − x
3h−1
1 f3 = x3(x
3
2 − x
3h−1
1 x3) = −x3g1
G
→ 0.
S(gh, f1)
G
→ 0 since gcd(in(gh)), in(f1)) = 1.
S(gh, f3) = x
3
1gh − x
2h−1
2 f3 = x
2
3gh−1
G
→ 0.
For 1 ≤ i ≤ h− 1 :
S(gi, f1) = x
3i
1 gi−x
2i−1
3 f1 = x2(x
2i
3 −x
3i
1 x
2i
2 ) = x2·(x
2
3−x
3
1x
2
2)·(. . . ) = x2·f3·(. . . )
G
→
0, and
S(gi, f3) = gi+1
G
→ 0.
For 1 ≤ i < j < h:
S(gi, gj) = x
2(j−i)
3 gi−x
3(j−i)
1 gj = x
3(j−i)
1 x
2j+1
2 −x
2(j−i)
3 x
2i+1
2 = x
2(i+1)
2 (x
3(j−i)
1 x
2(j−i)
2 −
x
2(j−i)
3 ) = x
2(i+1)
2 · f3 · (· · · )
G
→ 0.
For 1 ≤ i < h we have that S(gi, gh)
G
→ 0, since gcd(in(gi), in(gh)) = 1.
By inspecting the binomials in G it follows that they are in fact the reduced
Gro¨bner basis for I(a). This shows that µ(in(I(a)) = |G| = h+ 2. 
Remark 3.2. The sequence dual to the one from Proposition 3.1 is
a′ = 6h+ 3, 6, 6h+ 7.
It is easy to check (using [12]) that the corresponding toric ideal is a complete
intersection I(a′) = (x2h+12 −x
2
1, x
3
1x
2
2−x
3
3). In particular, this shows that the image
through the involution σ of a minimal set of binomial generators for I(a) may no
longer be a minimal generating system for I(a′).
Arguing as in the proof of Proposition 3.1, it is routine to verify that for the
reduced Gro¨bner basis G in (4), the set {fσ(w) : fw ∈ G} is a minimal Gro¨bner basis
for I(a′). The latter set of binomials is fully interreduced, yet it is not the reduced
Gro¨bner basis for I(a′) since the leading coefficients of the binomials coming from
g1, . . . , gh−1 equal −1.
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From Theorem 2.2 we infer that C(a) is not arithmetically Cohen–Macaulay. This
can also be seen from the fact that in(g1) = x
3h−1
1 x3 ∈ G(in(I(a))) (as h > 1) and
using Theorem 1.2.
If C(a) is arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay, we give an explicit bound for µ(in<(I(a)))
depending on an, the largest element of the sequence a. To prove this we first show
Lemma 3.3. Let n ≥ 2 and I ⊂ S = K[x1, . . . , xn] be a graded ideal with m
k ⊂ I,
where m = (x1, . . . , xn). Let < be a monomial order on S. Then µ(I) ≤ µ(in<(I)) ≤
µ(mk) =
(
n+k−1
n−1
)
, and µ(I) =
(
n+k−1
n−1
)
if and only if I = mk.
Proof. It suffices to show that for a monomial ideal J ⊂ S with mk ⊂ J , one has
µ(J) ≤ µ(mk), and µ(J) = µ(mk), if and only if J = mk. We prove this by induction
on k − a, where a is the least degree of a monomial generator of J . If a = k,
the assertion is trivial. Suppose now that a < k. We denote by G(J) the unique
minimal set of monomial generators of J , and set G(J)j = {u ∈ G(J) : deg u = j}
for all j, and let J ′ = mJa + J≥a+1, where J≥a+1 = (u ∈ J : deg u ≥ a + 1). Then
G(J ′)j = 0 for j < a + 1 and m
k ⊂ J ′. Therefore, by our induction hypothesis,
we have µ(J ′) ≤ µ(mk). On the other hand, G(J ′)a+1 is the disjoint union of
G(mJ)a+1 and G(J)a+1. Furthermore, G(J
′)j = G(J)j for j > a + 1. Hence, since
|G(J)a| < |G(mJ)a+1|, it follows that µ(J) = |G(J)| < |G(J
′)| = µ(J ′) ≤ µ(mk), as
desired. 
Proposition 3.4. Suppose that the monomial curve C(a) is arithmetically Cohen–
Macaulay. Then µ(in(I(a)) ≤
(
an
n−2
)
.
Proof. As before we assume that a = a1, . . . , an with an > ai for all i, and we let
H be the numerical semigroup generated by a. Then I(a) ⊂ S = K[x1, . . . , xn] and
G(in<(I(a)) ⊂ S¯ = K[x1, . . . , xn−1], by Theorem 1.2. Therefore,
length(S¯/ in<(I(a)) = length(S/(xn, in<(I(a)))) = length(S/(xn, I(a))) =
length(K[H ]/(tan)) = an.
Let k be the smallest number such that (x1, . . . , xn−1)
k ⊂ in<(I(a)). Then
an =
k−1∑
j=0
dimK(S¯/ in<(I(a))j = 1 + (n− 1) +
k−1∑
j=2
dimK(S¯/ in<(I(a))j
≥ 1 + (n− 1) + (k − 2) = (n− 2) + k.
Thus, k ≤ an − (n − 1) + 1, and hence by Lemma 3.3 we get µ(in<(I(a))) ≤(
(n−1)+k−1
n−2
)
≤
(
an
n−2
)
. 
4. Applications
In this section we use the criteria in Theorem 1.2 to test the arithmetically Cohen-
Macaulay property for two families of projective monomial curves.
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4.1. Bresinsky semigroups. In [3] Bresinsky introduced the semigroup
Bh = 〈(2h− 1)2h, (2h− 1)(2h+ 1), 2h(2h+ 1), 2h(2h+ 1) + 2h− 1〉,
where h ≥ 2. He showed that the toric ideal IBh ⊂ S = K[x, y, z, t] is minimally
generated by more than 2h binomials. Based on that, in [14, Section 3.3] it is proved
that
F = {xt−yz}∪{zi−1t2h−i−xi+1y2h−i : 1 ≤ i ≤ 2h}∪{x2h+1−jzj−y2h−jtj : 0 ≤ j ≤ 2h−2}
is a minimal generating set for IBh . Combining the generators corresponding to
i = 2h and j = 1 we get that
u = −z(z2h−1 − x2h+1)− x(x2hz − y2h−1t) = xy2h−1t− z2h ∈ IBh ,
hence in(u) = xy2h−1t ∈ in(IBh), where one uses the reverse lexicographic monomial
order with x > y > z > t.
If the projective monomial curve associated to Bh were Cohen-Macaulay, then, as
the generators of Bh above are listed increasingly, by Theorem 1.2 we obtain that
xy2h−1 ∈ in(IBh). The ideal IBh is generated by binomials with disjoint support,
hence in the reduced Gro¨bner basis of IBh there exists v = xy
d − zαtβ with in(v) =
xyd, 0 < d ≤ 2h − 1 and α, β nonnegative integers. We denote a1, . . . , a4 the
generators of Bh in the given order. Since a1 < a2 < a3 < a4 we have (d + 1)a2 >
a1 + da2 = αa3 + βa4 > (α + β)a2, hence α + β ≤ 2h− 1.
If α + β = 2h − 1, after adding to v the binomial zαtβ − yβxα+2 from the given
minimal generating set of IBh, we obtain that xy
d − xα+2yβ ∈ IBh . Thus β ≤ d and
yd−β−xα+1 ∈ IBh, which is false, since d < 2h and one can see from F that 2h ·a2 is
the smallest positive multiple of a2 which is in the semigroup generated by a1, a3, a4.
Thus α + β < 2h − 1. If we denote I¯ = IBh modx ⊂ K[y, z, t], then given F it
follows that I¯ = (yz) + (t, z)2h−1 + y2(y, t)2h−1. It is easy to see that the monomial
v¯ = zαtβ is not in I¯, which is a contradiction.
Therefore, we proved the following proposition, which was first obtained by Cava-
liere and Niesi in [5, Remark 5.4], as an application of their criterion from Corollary
2.7.
Proposition 4.1. (Cavaliere and Niesi, [5]) The projective monomial curve asso-
ciated to Bh is not arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay, for any h ≥ 2.
4.2. Arslan semigroups. For h ≥ 2, let
Ah = 〈h(h+ 1), h(h+ 1) + 1, (h+ 1)
2, (h+ 1)2 + 1〉.
This family of numerical semigroups was studied by Arslan who shows in [1, Propo-
sition 3.2] that the defining ideal of K[Ah] is
(5) IAh = (x
h−izi+1 − yh−i+1ti : 0 ≤ i < h)+
(xi+1yh−i − zith−i : 0 ≤ i ≤ h) + (xt− yz).
Proposition 4.2. The projective monomial curve associated to Ah is aritmetically
Cohen-Macaulay, for any h ≥ 2.
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Proof. Letting gi = x
h−izi+1 − yh−i+1ti for 0 ≤ i ≤ h, fi = x
i+1yh−i − zith−i for
0 ≤ i ≤ h and f = xt − yz, we claim that G = {g0, . . . , gh, f0, . . . , fh, f} is the
reduced Gro¨bner basis of IAh with respect to the reverse lexicographic term order
with x > y > z > t. As a consequence, by inspecting the leading monomials we
may use Theorem 1.2 to conclude the desired statement.
We show that all the S-pairs of binomials in G reduce to 0 with respect to G.
Therefore, by Buchberger’s criterion ([10, Theorem 2.14]) it follows that G is a
Gro¨bner basis for IAh.
S(g0, f) = zg0 + y
hf = xhz2 − xyht = xg1
G
→ 0.
For 1 ≤ i ≤ h:
S(gi, f) = ygi − x
h−izif = xh−i+1zit− yh−i+2ti = tgi−1
G
→ 0.
For 0 ≤ i < h:
S(fi, f) = zfi − x
i+1yh−i−1f = xi+2yh−i−1t− zi+1th−i = tfi+1
G
→ 0.
Also, S(fh, f)
G
→ 0 since gcd(in(fh), in(f)) = gcd(x
h+1, yz) = 1.
For 1 ≤ i ≤ h:
S(gi, g0)
G
→ 0 since gcd(in(gi), in(g0)) = 1.
For 0 ≤ i ≤ h:
S(fi, g0) = y
i+1fi+x
i+1g0 = x
h+i+1z−yi+1zith−i = xi(xh+1− zh)z+ zi(xizh−i+1−
yi+1th−i) = xizfa + z
igh−i
G
→ 0.
For 0 ≤ j < i ≤ h:
S(gj, gi) = z
i−jgj − x
i−jgi = y
h−j+1zi−jtj − xi−jyh−i+1ti = yh−i+1tj(yi−jzi−j −
xi−jti−j) = yh−i+1tj · f · (. . . )
G
→ 0.
For 1 ≤ i ≤ a, 0 ≤ j ≤ a with i ≤ h− j − 1, i.e. i+ j < h:
S(fj, gi) = x
h−i−j−1zi+1fj−y
h−jgi = y
2h−i−j+1ti−xh−i−j−1zi+j+1th−j = yh−i−jti(yh+1−
xhz) + xh−i−j−1zti(xi+j+1yh−i−j − zj+ith−j−i) = −tiyh−i−jg0 + x
h−i−j−1ztifi+j
G
→ 0.
For 1 ≤ i ≤ a, 0 ≤ j ≤ a with i > h− j − 1, i.e. i+ j ≥ h:
S(fj, gi) = z
i+1fj − x
i+j+1−hyh−jgi = x
i+j+1−hy2h−i−j+1ti − zi+j+1th−j =
yti(xi+j+1−hy2h−i−j−zi+j−ht2h−i−j)+zi+j−hth−j(yth−zh+1) = ytifi+j−h+z
i+j−hth−jgh
G
→
0.
For 0 ≤ j < i ≤ a:
S(fj, fi) = x
i−jfj−y
i−jfi = y
i−jzith−i−xi−jzjth−j = zjth−i(yi−jzi−j−xi−jti−j) =
zjth−i(yz − xt) · (. . . ) = zjth−i · f · (. . . )
G
→ 0. 
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